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Unique observations.
Relating the concepts - One child traced the surface of the stair case and said ‘’it is rough’’. Later she
came and touched a teacher’s palm and said ‘’aunt’s palm is very smooth’’.
Natural learning….Jayasree is just 3 years old. She is one of the brightest children in the center. She is
excellent in working with all tools with perfection. Now she is able to write many sounds in English and
Tamil after tracing the sand paper letters. She can also write numerical values. She is very good in
making many lagos models and compare them with many items.
Self-learning through observation - When she felt hard to grasp few sounds she used to practice SPL. By
seeing this 2 other young children took the SPL and did self-tracing.
Human attitude is very nice – 2.75 year old Shyam is very much attached to us. One day when I was
suffering from stomach ache he cared me with words. He went and insisted his mother to call back to
the teacher. He is very particular in inviting us to his home for good occasion. His spoken skills have
transformed very well. He listened to the thunder and went outside to see the sky whether it was
raining.
Lagos makes lot of transformation in imagination – many children have developed good imaginary skill
by using lagos. Many models have been designed by them and children talk more around them.
Children used to imitate everything – Mukil – 2.75 years always like to setup a hotel in center with all
EPL materials and have play with his friends.
Ashwin – 2 years holds the mice and imitate like the tomato seller who used to come in a bullock cart
with mice.
Many children used to hold the balance and play weekly market game in center. They say all that they
have grasped in weekly market.
Infants develop good communication - Krupa – 1.5 years old who is an infant in our center from her 3rd
month of pregnancy is best in her communication skills.
Role of materials - Materials make the children to imbibe, grasp, transfer, imagine.
Patience - Transformation in patience is being observed among teachers, helpers and children at the
same time.
Free talk allows for betterment of language skills - Children are allowed to communicate freely. This
assist in the development of language.
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